This meeting will reflect on solutions to make the Beijing commitments a reality in the economic domain in order to strategize a joint way forward among all those committed to feminism.

We call for three key actions that are urgent now: (i) addressing central barriers built into the current economic structures and its model; (ii) fixing the failures of our democratic governance that gives in to the privilege of companies and; (iii) deal with an outdated and broken international tax system and financial architecture.

Find our recommendations here: https://wp.me/p2KSLS-1lL, or at wideplus.org.

We believe the Generation Equality action coalitions must set up an ambitious and cross-cutting plan for the next 5 years of the implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action (BPfA). That is, the strength of embarking on a new ‘coalition for action’ doesn’t lie with the formulation of a new plan, but in the synergy between coalitions/themes.

We can globally move towards a new feminist reality in which would require an overhaul of the current economic system towards an alternative. The alternative economy we envision is one that puts people’s well-being and that of the planet at the core, through drastically restructuring care work.

National Alliances of Women’s Associations (NAWO), Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of Women (CRIAW), Christian Aid, Make Mothers Matter, Tax Justice Network, WIDE+ (Women In Development Europe+).

This meeting targets activists including policy makers who are interested in a bottom up approach to policy and advocacy.